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Season 3, Episode 15
 PreviousNext 




Quiet Minds



Neal finds himself back in Storybrooke and yearns for a way to reconnect with his son Henry, whose memories of his father are gone, while also trying to find his own father, Rumplestiltskin, whom he has just learned is alive but missing, and Regina discovers a possible connection with Robin Hood. Meanwhile, in the Fairy Tale Land that was over the past year, agonizing over the death of his father, Neal - with the help of Belle and enchanted candelabra Lumiere - attempts to find a magical solution to bring back Rumplestiltskin from the dead.
Quest roles:
Rebecca Mader(Zelena / Wicked Witch of the West), Beverley Elliott(Granny), Sean Maguire(Robin Hood), Raphael Alejandro(Roland), Henri Lubatti(Lumiere)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 March 2014, 20:00
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